North Lee Elementary students participated in the Sumdog President's State Competition February 22-29, 2011. North Lee had 315 students, kindergarten through 5th grade, attempt to answer 443,788 math problems during the week and they answered with 90.1% accuracy. This was an average of 921 problems per student that participated!

North Lee had 6 students place in the top 10 for the state:

- ALEX KYLE - 54,559 correct with 97.3% accuracy
- NATHANIEL LUMPKIN – 26,679 correct with 95.1% accuracy
- PATTON FORD – 24,292 correct with 92.9% accuracy
- ELI WILSON - 22,448 correct with 90.1% accuracy
- LUCAS MAYNARD – 18,767 correct with 90.3% accuracy
- ANNA GRACE JACKSON – 18,386 correct with 95.6% accuracy

Top for each grade level:

- Kindergarten - MACCOY EARNEST - 4,731 correct with 94.8% accuracy
- First Grade - ISAAC IOSIA - 2,448 correct with 90.0% accuracy
- Second Grade - MADDOX EARNEST - 5,200 correct with 94.6% accuracy
- Third Grade - SAVANNAH RANDOLPH - 1,791 correct with 89.7% accuracy
- Fourth Grade, - MAKAYLAH SHOEMATE - 5,001 correct with 91.2% accuracy
- Fifth Grade - ALEX KYLE - 54,559 correct with 97.3% accuracy

Many Bradley County Schools participated in this contest.

Here are the per student averages for each school:

- Hopewell Elementary – 937
- North Lee Elementary – 921
- Valley View Elementary - 422
- Charleston Elementary – 372
- Black Fox Elementary – 234
- Prospect Elementary School - 226
- Taylor Elementary - 153